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Chapter 1
Understanding Self-Therapy Journey
Self-Therapy Journey is a new interactive web application that enables you to
systematically classify, explore, and transform your psychological issues. It is the first
general-purpose online application for psychological work.
Self-Therapy Journey (STJ) is not intended to be a substitute for psychotherapy or
counseling, though it can help people reach many of the same goals. You can think of it
as a very sophisticated and interactive set of self-help books, plus guided meditations and
customized reports.
What can STJ help you do?


Take command of your personal growth



Work at your own pace in your own time



Heal your emotional wounds



Gain self-confidence and courage



Open to intimacy and love



Feel hope and optimism about your life - each and every day

How does STJ work?


You take charge of your growth, in private, at your convenience



There are guided meditations for healing your emotional wounds



You get a customized report for each pattern, wound, and capacity



You engage in homework practices to change your behavior



You systematically work on your issues and track your progress

This Self-Therapy Journey booklet will help you understand how Self-Therapy
Journey works and how to get the most out of it. (If you are a professional intending to
use Self-Therapy Journey with your clients, you may want to read The Professionals’
Guide to Self-Therapy Journey.)

How Self-Therapy Journey Operates

The quizzes that are part of STJ can help you learn about the structure of your
personality and the psychological issues that may be preventing you from attaining your
goals in life. The quizzes often bring to awareness patterns that you weren’t previously
aware of. They can also give you a well-defined pattern to start with in order to resolve
any particular problem. A pattern5 is a mode of behavior and feeling that isn’t working
well in your life, such as Procrastination or People-Pleasing.
You can use Self-Therapy Journey on your own, with a “buddy” or witness, or as an
adjunct to your therapy or coaching.
Stages 1 and 2 of STJ involve insight into behavior, feelings, and underlying
psychodynamics behind a specific pattern, and you can engage in guided meditations for
healing your patterns and childhood wounds. This gives you much of the power of
psychotherapy.
If you are currently in therapy or coaching, you can use STJ to further explore issues
you have been working on in sessions. This may deepen your experience of your inner
world and speed up your progress. Working outside of sessions empowers you and puts
you more in charge of your own work. This empowers you and gives you a greater sense
of being in charge of your own work. You can also explore issues that you haven’t had
time to deal with in your sessions.
Because of the structured nature of STJ, it enables you to stay on track with an issue
or “part” of you that you have started to work on. It helps you be aware of issues that you
might not have realized needed work. You can even create a complete psychological
profile of yourself and work on your issues systematically.
A capacityi is a healthy way of being that you will want to activate instead of a
pattern, such as Work Confidence instead of Procrastination or Assertiveness instead of
People-Pleasing. By exploring the STJ healthy capacities, you can clearly see the healthy
behavior you need to develop (or are in the process of developing) to reach your goals.
The last stage of STJ enables you to set up a detailed practice for working on a
specific behavior change, which is based on the previous stages of STJ (or possibly on
inner work you have done in therapy or coaching sessions). This is similar to what
happens in personal coaching.
Self-Therapy Journey is based on the Pattern System and Internal Family Systems
Therapy, though you don’t need to know either system to benefit from it. What follows is
a basic description of these approaches to help you understand the power of Self-Therapy
Journey and how it is organized.

The Pattern System
The Pattern System is a systematic approach to understanding personality that is
oriented toward psychological healing and personal growth. It also helps users understand
other people—why they respond as they do and what makes them tick. The Pattern

System gives people a more detailed understanding of themselves than other personality
systems.
After exploring yourself according to the Pattern System, you will come away with a
comprehensive map of your inner world. You will be able to see your strengths and
defenses, your places of pain and how you compensate for them. You will understand the
structure of your inner conflicts and see the leading edge of your growth.
The Pattern System helps clarify what you need to explore next to resolve the issues
that are most troublesome for you. You can discover where you have underlying pain,
shame, or fear that could be healed. You will learn which of your healthy psychological
capacities are hidden and can be brought out, and which capacities you can develop (or
are already developing) to make your life happier and more productive.
For more information on the Pattern System, see Appendix D,
www.patternsystem.com, or my book The Pattern System.2

Internal Family Systems Therapy
Self-Therapy Journey is organized according to the principles of Internal Family
Systems Therapy (IFS), though it is compatible with a wide range of other therapies as
well. IFS, created by Richard Schwartz, PhD,3 is an expanding therapy model that is
compassionate, non-pathologizing, user-friendly, and extremely effective.
IFS enables you to understand, work with, and transform each of the parts of your
psyche, sometimes called subpersonalities. Each part has its own perspective, feelings,
memories, goals, and motivations. Underlying all the parts is the Self, which is curious,
compassionate, and grounded, and functions as the agent of healing for each of the parts.
For more information about IFS, see Appendix B, www.selfleadership.org, or my book
Self-Therapy.4

The Beginning of Self-Therapy Journey
To begin your journey, you can choose a problematic pattern that you would like to
change or a healthy capacity that you would like to develop. A pattern is a problematic
way of functioning, which usually corresponds to a protector in IFS. Each problematic
pattern is linked with the healthy capacity that transforms it. A capacity is a constructive
way of functioning, which in IFS corresponds to either an aspect of Self or a part in a
healthy role. For example, the People-Pleasing Pattern is linked to the Assertiveness
Capacity because Assertiveness transforms People-Pleasing.
You have a variety of options for choosing a pattern to start working with.

Quizzes

You can take each of two quizzes, which will give you a score for each pattern. The
higher the score, the more likely it is that you have the pattern and therefore might want
to work on it. However, you shouldn’t depend completely on your scores for choosing
what to work on. You should read the description of each pattern to determine whether
you have it and how important it is for you to change it.
At Quiz Central, we have a range of other quizzes to help you understand your
patterns and capacities in even more detail, and more are being added all the time.

Lists
STJ contains a list of the patterns, including brief descriptions, so you can see which
ones you might want to work on. There are currently twenty-three patterns in SelfTherapy Journey (see Appendix A) covering most of the psychological issues that people
find troubling:
























Intimacy-Avoiding
Dependent
Conflict-Avoiding
Judgmental
Defensive
People-Pleasing
Controlling
Rebel
Passive-Aggressive
Caretaking
Self-Effacing
Angry
Victim
Perfectionist
Procrastination
Taskmaster
Indulger
Food Controller
Depressed
Underminer
Inner Critic
Destroyer
Foggy

You can read through a list of capacities as well, to see which ones you might want
to develop. There are currently eighteen capacities involving a variety of healthy ways of
relating and behaving:


Intimacy



















Self-Support
Good Communication
Assertiveness
Cooperation
Assertiveness
Self-Care
Social Confidence
Centered
Responsibility
Work Confidence
Ease
Conscious Consumption
Pleasure
Courage
Self-Esteem
Aliveness
Clarity

You can also read through a list of common psychological issues that shows which
patterns are associated with each issue.

Browsing the Pattern System
If you prefer, you can browse the Pattern System to see which patterns and capacities
you want to work on. The Pattern System is organized by dimensions—areas of
interpersonal or psychological functioning, such as intimacy, power, conflict, self-esteem,
and so on. Each dimension contains a number of patterns and capacities that are related to
each other. You can look through the dimensions that seem important to you and choose
a pattern or capacity from each.
Here is a chart of the interpersonal dimensions, just one of three dimension groups.

To get a feel for the Pattern System, I encourage you to browse through the Pattern
System in STJ and on the Pattern System websites (see Appendix E), read one of my
Pattern System books, or take a teleseminar or phone course on the Pattern System..

Types of Enrollment

Once you have chosen a pattern or capacity to work on, you can decide to enroll for
that pattern or capacity (or full Self-Therapy Journey) at various levels. Self-Therapy
Journey (STJ) provides three levels of enrollment—Shift, Change, and Transformation.
As you move from Shift to Change to Transformation, you move to more advanced levels
of psychological work and increased cost.

Summary of Who Might Get the Most from Each Level
Shift Level: People who are busy, want quick results, just starting, coaching clients
Change Level: People who want experiential therapy, want to learn IFS, therapy clients
Transformation Level: People who are dedicated to growth, want deep healing, want
transformation

The Other Enrollment Choice
In addition, you have the choice of...
 Paying for one pattern or capacity at a time or
 Paying for all of STJ on a monthly basis

Detailed Explanations of Levels
"Shift" Enrollment Level for a Pattern
Provides...
 Psychological insight
 Quick simple behavior shift
For people who are…
 Busy
 After quick results
 Just starting to work on an issue
You can enroll for each pattern at the Shift Level for $4.97, which allows you to explore
both the pattern and the capacity that transforms it.
"Shift" Enrollment Level for a Capacity
Provides
 Quick simple behavior shift
 Clear goal
For people who are…
 Busy





After quick results
Just starting to work on an issue
Coaching clients

You can enroll for each capacity at the Shift Level for $4.97.
"Change" Enrollment Level
Provides




Psychological insight
Behavior change
Experiential (IFS) therapy

For people who want to…




Engage in experiential therapy for more complete behavior change
Augment their coaching or psychotherapy with self-therapy
Learn how to use IFS

You can enroll for each pattern at the Change Level for $9.97, which allows you to
explore both the pattern and the capacity that transforms it.
You can enroll for each capacity at the Change Level for $9.97, which allows you to
explore both the capacity and the pattern that has been blocking it.
Or you can enroll for access to all patterns and capacities in STJ for a monthly fee of $25.
"Transformation" Enrollment Level
Provides
 Psychological insight
 Behavior change
 Experiential depth (IFS) therapy
 Personality transformation
For people who want to…
 Dedicate themselves to personal growth work
 Engage in depth therapy for full transformation
 Explore and heal their childhood wounds
 Augment their psychotherapy with self-therapy
You must have a Stage 2 access code to use the Transformation Level.
You can enroll for each pattern or capacity for $9.97 and each wound for $4.97.

Or you can enroll for access to all patterns, capacities, and wounds in STJ for a monthly
fee of $35.
Summary of Options and Prices
Shift
Pattern

Change

Transformation

$4.97 $9.97

$9.97

Capacity $4.97 $9.97

$9.97

Wound

--

--

$4.97

All

--

$25/month $35/month

If You Aren’t Sure Where to Start
If you know you want to use IFS or do experiential therapy, start with the Change
Level for a single pattern or capacity. Otherwise, start with the Shift Level for a single
pattern or capacity. You can move up to a more advanced level of enrollment at any
time.

The Self-Therapy Journey Process
If you enroll in Self-Therapy Journey at the Transformation Level, which is the most
complete level, you embark on a five-stage process to explore the pattern, the childhood
wounds behind it, and the healthy capacity that transforms it, and to set up a homework
practice to activate the capacity in your life instead of the pattern. You can also choose a
capacity you want to develop, which leads you to start with the pattern that blocks it.
Here is a brief summary of how the process works:

Self-Therapy Journey will create a customized report for each pattern, capacity, and
wound that you explore, plus a report to guide each homework practice. People usually
take between three and eight hours to process one pattern/capacity pair, so you should
plan to do this over more than one STJ session.
The Change Level includes everything at the Transformation Level except childhood
wounds. The Shift Level involves a simplified version of the Change Level, which will
be explained as we go along.

How to Engage with Self-Therapy Journey
I encourage you to engage with Self-Therapy Journey in a very different way than is
usual with computers. This is crucial for your success in using STJ. Rather than using it

in a fast, intellectual way, you should engage with it in a slow, open, contemplative
manner in which you pay attention to your emotions.
Since this work will take multiple sessions, it is very important to stick with it. When
you finish an STJ session, I recommend immediately scheduling your next STJ session
and putting it into your calendar. This will help you follow through. Some people like to
do one STJ session per week. Others, who want faster results, may do one every few
days.
Most people are more successful in working on psychological material like this if
they have someone they trust supporting them—a therapist, close friend, or family
member. This witness could be with you as you work on Self-Therapy Journey, either in
person or on the phone. Or you may want to debrief with the witness after each session
and possibly show them your reports.
If you need help understanding how to navigate through Self-Therapy Journey, see
Chapter 8.

Stages and Steps
Each pattern/capacity pair involves a five-stage sequence.
1. Exploring the pattern and its underlying dynamics (15–60 min.)
2. Understanding the childhood origins of the pattern and possibly healing them (15–
60 min. per origin) (only for people working with a therapist, see Chapter 3)
3. Exploring the healthy capacity that replaces the pattern (10–30 min.)
4. Working through the fear or other motivation behind the pattern (5–40 min. per
motivation)
5. Setting up a practice to activate the capacity in real time in place of the pattern
(15–50 min.)
In the following screen shot, you can see the stages across the top menu. This not
only shows you where you are in the process, but each box in the top menu is a link that
takes you to that stage.

Each stage involves a step sequence, which is a series of pages that represent steps in
a process. After completing that sequence, you will return to the master stage sequence
and go on to the next stage, until you have completed all five. You can always tell where
you are in this process by looking at the header, which also has links to each of the stages
in case you want to jump around.

The Shift Levels for patterns or capacities are simplified versions of this which will be
explained as we go through the booklet.

Chapter 2
Working with Patterns
Introduction to a Pattern
Let’s assume that you have chosen a pattern to explore. If you have enrolled at the
Change or Transformation Level, there is an introductory step sequence that helps you
learn about the pattern and what triggers it. This will help you determine how strongly
you have this pattern and whether you want to work on it.
The Description Page explains the pattern, how people typically feel and behave
when it is activated, and its impact on their functioning and relationships. For example,
the first sentences of the People-Pleasing description are as follows: “If you have a
People-Pleasing Pattern, you have a tendency to go out of your way to please people.
You often try to be who other people want you to be, to agree with them, to fit in. You try
to make yourself think, feel, and want the same things as others even if this doesn't reflect
your true feelings.”
This page also includes the False Belief for the pattern. Each pattern has a False
Belief, which is a brief summary of what someone believes when this pattern is activated.
For example, the False Belief for the People-Pleasing Pattern is: “It is dangerous to assert
myself. I must please others for them to like me and connect with me. My needs don’t
count compared to other people’s.”

The Story Page contains a link to a story of one person’s pattern. STJ users often
identify with the person in the story. However, even if you don’t identify with the story,
you might still have the pattern. This story is continued later in Stage 3, when you learn
how the protagonist resolved their pattern and developed the corresponding healthy
capacity.
The Similar Patterns Page mentions several other patterns that are similar to the
one you are exploring, in case you decide that one of these patterns is more important for
you to work on. For example, the Conflict-Avoiding Pattern is similar to the People-

Pleasing Pattern. You can choose to switch to exploring one of those other patterns or
mark it for later exploration.
Triggers Page. A pattern can be triggered all the time or only under certain
circumstances. For example, a person might have their People-Pleasing Pattern activated
when someone seems upset with them or when they are around judgmental people. The
Triggers Page helps you explore when your pattern tends to be triggered, to give you a
better idea of how strong and pervasive it is.
On the final page of this sequence, you decide if you want to work on the pattern. If
so, you move on to Stage 1.

Stage 1: Exploring a Pattern
This stage takes you through a step sequence to help you understand your pattern,
how it operates, which part6 of you enacts this pattern, and the underlying psychological
dynamics behind it. You also get a customized report on your version of this pattern that
summarizes all the material you have entered.
The Behaviors Page deals with your behavior and feelings when this pattern is
activated. There is a checklist of various possibilities for how you act and feel. For
example, for the People-Pleasing Pattern, one of the behaviors is: “It is hard for me to
disagree with my partner or friends.” You can also add other behaviors that come to
mind. All checklists can be customized; you can always add your own entries after the
listed choices.
The Name Page begins to look at the part of you that enacts this pattern. Working
with parts (subpersonalities) comes from IFS Therapy, though many other therapy
systems also deal with parts.7 Seeing things in terms of parts is a way of helping an aspect
of the psyche come alive for you and become easier to work with. (The parts that enact
the patterns are called protectors in IFS because they defend against feeling your
underlying pain.)
If you know a form of therapy that doesn’t work with parts, you can just think of
parts as the personification of psychological issues or structures. If you can see your
thoughts and feelings as parts, it will be especially helpful in the guided meditations.
On this page, you can choose a name for your part. For example, someone might call
his People-Pleasing Part “the Yes Man.”
On the Image Page, you can choose an image of what your part looks like. You can
choose from a series of images or upload your own (perhaps after finding it on Google
Images), or you can type in a description of the image you have in your mind.
The Thoughts Page lists various thoughts associated with this pattern, which are the
statements that this part might make. For example, a People-Pleasing Part might think,
“Even if I feel differently from my partner or friend, it isn’t worth disagreeing.”

Criticized Child Feelings Page. This page only appears for patterns that can be an
Inner Critic. An Inner Critic16 is a part that attacks, judges, and doubts us, leading to low
self-esteem and other problems. There are six patterns currently in the system that can be
Inner Critics—the Taskmaster, Perfectionist, Food Controller, Underminer, and
Destroyer Patterns, and the Inner Critic Pattern itself.
Some of the emotions and negative beliefs that you have when this pattern is
triggered will come from what we call the Criticized Child (which is an exile or
wounded inner child part) rather than the Inner Critic. For example, if you have a
Taskmaster Pattern that involves judging you about not working hard enough, the

feelings of your Taskmaster Part might be anger and judgment. The feelings of your
Criticized Child might be inadequacy and worthlessness.
The judgments from the Inner Critic hurt the Criticized Child and also trigger the
wounds it already has from childhood. This page gives you a chance to explore these
child feelings and distinguish them from the feelings of the Critic.
Meditation Page. You can learn about your pattern in a more experiential way by
engaging in a guided meditation (based on IFS).8 This involves going inside and
contacting the part that drives the pattern through feelings, images, and internal dialogue.
You are guided into accessing what IFS calls the Self, which is an internal state of
open curiosity, connection, and compassion. From there, you open a dialogue with the
part to understand its underlying motivation and develop a trusting relationship with it.
IFS work brings the therapy more alive and allows for greater insight and
psychological healing. The guided meditation takes 25–35 minutes. You have a choice of
listening to a recording (with or without music) or reading the meditation to yourself. If
you are not interested in experiential work or guided meditations, you can skip this page
and still get a fair amount from STJ. However, don’t dismiss this opportunity lightly.
Most people say the meditations are the best part of STJ.
Since a recorded meditation can’t go at the right speed for everyone, there is a pause
button, which you can use whenever you need more time for a certain segment of the
meditation.
The Motivation Page lists common motivations behind this pattern, such as fears,
desires, or inner conflicts. For example, one motivation for People-Pleasing is: “I am
afraid of being rejected if I don’t please people or if I assert myself.” These motivations
constitute the underlying psychological dynamics behind the pattern. You are likely to
have more than one of these motivations. Even if the motivations aren’t completely
conscious, you will likely be able to intuit which of the options that are listed seem right
for you. You check off as many as apply.
The motivations that you check off on this page determine your options in Stages 2
and 4. So if you get to Stage 2 or 4 and determine that the existing options don’t seem
right, you may need to go back to this page and check off more motivations.
Colluding Patterns Page. You may have certain patterns that are colluding with or
that work in conjunction with the pattern you are working on. These colluding patterns
may even provide some of the motivation for the problematic behavior that comes from
this pattern. For example, if you have a People-Pleasing Pattern as a way of trying to take
care of people excessively, your People-Pleasing Pattern would be in service of your
Caretaking Pattern, and therefore Caretaking would be a colluding pattern with PeoplePleasing.
You might need to work through one or more of these colluding patterns before you
will be able to completely transform the pattern you are working on. This page lists

possible colluding patterns and allows you to choose to switch patterns and work on one
of them now or mark one to explore later.
The Interpersonal Interactions Page deals with how you may interact with other
people based on your pattern. When you are operating from a problematic pattern, you
will perceive other people through the lens of this pattern. This means that sometimes
you may not perceive another person accurately.
For example, if you have the Procrastination Pattern and someone is asking you to do
something, you may perceive them as being Controlling. The other person might simply
be asking, but you might see this as Controlling because you don’t want to deal with the
task. This page allows you to explore the people or types of people you may misperceive
because of your pattern.
The way you interact with another person can trigger one of that person’s wounds
(see Stage 2) or patterns. For example, if you judge someone, it may trigger the other
person’s Judgment Wound, or it might trigger their Defensive Pattern to defend against
being judged. If you tell someone what to do, it might trigger that person’s Domination
Wound, or it might trigger their Rebel Pattern to defend against being ordered to do
something. This page also allows you to explore how you may trigger other people.
You may not know your pattern well enough at this point to fill out this page, so you
may want to come back to it later.
The Report Page contains a customized report on your pattern, which is a
compilation of all the information you have entered about it. You can make changes or
add items to the checklists as you read through the report. The report is also accessible
from your Dashboard (see Chapter 8).
Reports can be printed out or accessed from a computer, tablet, or smartphone. In the
lower left corner of each page are two icons. The pdf icon creates an exact pdf of that
page. The printer icon prints a report in a more readable form without the left and right
columns.
Practice Page. At the end of each stage, it is a good idea to take a break, get up from
your computer, move around and stretch, or do whatever helps you relax. You might
want to jot down some sentences or a poem, make a drawing, or journal more fully about
your experience. You may even want to end the session at this point and start on the next
stage at a different time.
It can be helpful to allow time and space for the insights you have gained to
percolate in your mind and the emotions that have been stirred up to be processed and
integrated. The page provides a real-time practice to help you sharpen your awareness of
what you learned in this stage.

The Shift Level for a Pattern

If you enroll for the Shift Level for a specific pattern, there are just two stages—one
in which you explore the pattern and another in which you explore the healthy capacity
that transforms it. The Pattern Stage includes many of the pages listed above:












Description
Story
Similar Patterns
Behaviors
Name
Image
Thoughts
Triggers
Motivation
Report
Practice

The Change Level for a Pattern
If you enroll for the Change Level for a specific pattern (as opposed to enrolling for
all of STJ), you have full access to Stages 1, 3, 4, and 5 for that pattern, but you don’t
have access to any other patterns unless you enroll for those separately.

Chapter 3
Stage 2: Exploring Wounds
It can be very useful to learn about where your pattern came from in childhood and
resolve the emotional dynamics behind it. Stage 2 allows you to explore the
psychological wounds that underlie this pattern and possibly heal them. In the Pattern
System, a wound refers to the emotional hurt, fear, shame, or other pain and negative
beliefs that derive from your past and are affecting you in the present. In IFS terms, this
stage deals with exiles, which are wounded inner child parts.

Getting Access to Stage 2
To ensure safety, this stage is only available to users who have enrolled at the
Transformation Level. Working with childhood wounds could trigger intense emotions
which might be overwhelming for certain people who have so much pain and trauma in
their background that Stage 2 would be too upsetting for them. Even those this caution
only applies to a small number of people, we must require everyone who uses Stage 2 to
be evaluated by a therapist.
If you are working with a therapist while using Self-Therapy Journey, or if you have
worked with one who knows you well, they can sign up with us to get an access code that
you can use get access to Stage 2. They can obtain access codes on the Obtaining
Therapist Access Codes page. You can then enter the code they give you when you
register on your My Account page to get access to Stage 2. If you are a licensed therapist
or counselor, you can get a code to give yourself access to the Therapist-Guided Version.
If you aren't working with a therapist, you can be evaluated by a licensed therapist or
counselor who will determine if it is OK for you to use Stage 2. You can go to the
Finding a Therapist Guide page to find an STJ Therapist Guide, who can evaluate you
for using Stage 2, or I can do this for you. (I charge just $50 for this because I want to
make the full version of STJ as affordable as possible.)
Once you do this, you also have to enroll at the Transformation Level for all of STJ.
Or if you are enrolled for a specific pattern or capacity at the Change Level, then you
need to enroll separately for each wound that you want to explore.

How Stage 2 Works
The main Stage 2 page lists all the motivations that you checked off in Stage 1. Most
of them are now matched with an associated wound. Choose one of the motivations and
click the link to explore the wound that goes with it. For example, suppose you have an
Intimacy-Avoiding Pattern, and one of the motivations is “I am afraid of being judged if I
allow myself to be close to my partner.” This would be associated with the Judgment
Wound, which comes from your having been judged excessively as a child. Clicking on

the Judgment Wound link leads to a step sequence for exploring and possibly healing this
wound.
A few of the motivations may not directly involve a wound but rather another pattern
of yours, where the underlying motivation is one of the following:
1. To fight against a pattern that is in conflict with the one you are working on. For
example, the Procrastination Pattern can come partly from an attempt to fight against the
Taskmaster Pattern.
2. To act in service of another pattern. For example, overeating might be a way to
make you depressed, so your Indulger Pattern would be in service of your Depressed
Pattern.
These motivations can be worked on during Stage 4.
The Stage 2 material can be emotionally difficult, so it might be helpful to ask a
support person to be with you on the phone or in person as you go through it, or to talk
with you when you finish the session.
There are currently fourteen wounds that you can work on in Self-Therapy Journey
(see Appendix A)—wounds that involve situations, usually from childhood, in which you
were judged, shamed, rejected, deprived, abandoned, attacked, dominated, violated,
exploited, betrayed, not seen, or made to feel guilty, and wounds that caused you to end
up feeling deficient or unlovable. Each wound has a step sequence associated with it for
learning about the wound and creating a report on it. You can learn whether you have the
wound, how it functions in your life, where it comes from, and how to heal it. As you go
through these steps, painful emotions may come up, so there are guided meditations to
help soothe and ground yourself.

The Wound Step Sequence
Description Page. At the beginning of the wound sequence, you learn about the
wound and where it may have come from in childhood.
The Similar Wounds Page provides an opportunity to look at wounds that are
similar to the one you are exploring in case one of those seems more important to
explore. For example, the Basic Deficiency Wound is similar to the Judgment Wound.
Just as with patterns, wounds are activated under some circumstances and not under
others. You explore this on the Similar Wounds Page.
The Behaviors Page allows you to explore how you behave when your wound is
activated. For example, for the Judgment Wound, one behavior is: “When someone
doubts me, I lose confidence in myself and have difficulty speaking.” Some wounds are
so hidden that they don’t influence behavior directly—only through the defenses that
block them. For example, a Judgment Wound might be hidden behind an Angry Pattern.

The Feelings Page is for exploring the emotions you feel and the beliefs you hold
when the wound is activated. For the Judgment Wound, these could include feeling
ashamed or believing that you are stupid.
The Name and Image Pages allow you to choose a name and image for the part of
you (exile) that has the wound.

The Origins Pages are for exploring in detail the childhood origins of the wound
(with the understanding that some wounds can originate in adulthood as well, especially
if you have suffered trauma). A wound can originate in three ways:

1. Someone did something to you to cause the wound.
2. You were in a situation that caused the wound.
3. You inherited the wound from a parent.
On the Origins – Person Page, you choose a parent, relative, or other person whom
you believe caused the wound. Then you click through to a separate Childhood Memories
Page, where you can explore (through checklists) what this person did to you to cause the
wound, for example, “Mother ignored me.” There is also a check list for what the person
said to you, for example, Mother said, “Leave me alone.” And you can also fill in the
circumstances under which this happened, for example, “when Mother was drunk.” You
can do this exploration for as many different people as you want.

The Origins – Situation Page is for exploring situations that caused the wound,
such as being judged as a child because of a disability.
The Origins – Legacy Page allows you to explore whether or not you inherited the
wound as a legacy from a parent, which means that a parent had this wound and you
internalized it. For example, if your mother felt judged, you took in her feeling and felt

judged yourself—not because of anything your mother did to you but simply because
your mother felt that way.
The Meditation Page allows you to do a guided meditation in which you get to
know your exile and heal its wound. This process is based on IFS. (See the second half of
Self-Therapy.) This is a long, deep inner exploration that can bring up painful feelings or
strong defenses. Make sure you are ready for this process before doing it. You may need
support in handling what this meditation triggers.
In this meditation, you access the Self and make an internal connection with the
exile. You (as the Self) re-parent the exile, for example, by giving it the love it never got
or protecting it from the harm it experienced. Then you retrieve the exile from the past
and help it unburden (release) the pain and negative beliefs it has been carrying as a result
of what happened. Through memory reconsolidation,9 the exile’s old emotional memory
is amended with a positive, healing experience.
The Report Page gives you a detailed report on your wound, collecting everything
you have entered about it. Looking at your reports can give you additional insight into the
origins of your issues.
One way STJ can help in healing your wound is through developing a healthy
capacity. Each wound has associated with it a healthy capacity that can help heal it. For
example, the Self-Esteem Capacity helps heal the Judgment Wound. The Healing Page
describes the capacity associated with this wound and gives you the opportunity to work
on it.
When you have finished with this wound, you can return and explore a different
wound that also underlies the pattern you are working on, or you can move on.

The Follow-up Page
Once you have finished exploring one wound, you return to a follow-up page where
you can choose a second wound to explore. You may explore as many as you like, or you
can put some of them on your To-Explore list, to be processed later.

Childhood Conditioning Page
Next is a page where you can explore the possible childhood conditioning behind
your pattern. In addition to wounds underlying a pattern, you may have been
conditioned10 to behave according to this pattern when you were a child. Here are the
ways this might have happened:
1. You were taught that a certain pattern was the right way to be. A parent told you
to be that way, praised other people who acted that way, or disparaged people who
weren’t that way.

2. You were rewarded for manifesting a certain pattern. You were given attention,
caring, appreciation, and love when you acted in that particular way.
3. You were punished when you failed to act a certain way. Your parents withdrew
their love and caring, judged you, yelled at you, shamed you, or punished you whenever
you didn’t act out a certain pattern.
4. A parent modeled a certain way of being, so you came to believe that was the way
to be.
5. A parent judged you in a certain way or about certain issues, so a part of you
internalized that role, and now it judges you in a similar way or about similar issues.
On the Conditioning Page, you can explore how parents, relatives, or other people
may have conditioned your pattern. There is a separate page for each person who
conditioned you. On that page, you explore what the person did or said to you and the
situations in which this happened.
The results of this are collected in a sub-report under the pattern report. Even though
childhood conditioning is explored in Stage 2, these sub-reports are part of your pattern
report from Stage 1 because the conditioning is for a pattern not a wound.

Inner Critic Pages
The next two pages appear only when you are working on a pattern that can have an
Inner Critic aspect. As I explained previously, these include the Taskmaster,
Perfectionist, Food Controller, Underminer, Destroyer, and Inner Critic Patterns
Internalized Critic Page. The self-critical attacks from this pattern may have
originated partly from internalizing critical messages from a parent. In other words, a
parent judged you in a certain way, and an Inner Critic Part of you modeled itself after
the parent and now criticizes you in a similar way. This criticism doesn’t have to focus on
the same issues, but it will be in the same style.
On this page, you can do a guided meditation in which you help your Inner Critic
Part let go of the attacking style it learned from a parent. This involves going inside and
contacting the part, witnessing where it learned to be critical, and performing an internal
ritual to release this role. In IFS terms, this involves unburdening (releasing) a legacy
burden, which is one that you internalized from a parent who had a similar burden.
The Criticized Wounds Page gives you the opportunity to explore additional
wounds related to Inner Critic attacks. Since your pattern can have an Inner Critic aspect,
its self-judgments can trigger wounds.
Let me explain. On previous pages, you have been exploring one or more wounds
that your Critic was trying to protect you from feeling. In addition to defending you from
this pain, this Critic may also be hurting a wounded inner child part with its judgments.

For example, Warren has a Taskmaster Critic that tries to get him to work and be
successful so he will be financially independent and therefore free of other people’s
control. This Critic is protecting against his Domination Wound. When the Critic judges
him, it makes Warren feel inadequate, thereby also triggering his Judgment Wound.
Warren has already had a chance to explore his Domination Wound on the earlier Stage 2
pages. Now he gets a chance to explore his Judgment Wound.
This completes Stage 2. If you get discouraged or depressed while exploring multiple
wounds, move on to Stage 3, which is more inspiring and hopeful. You can always return
to Stage 2 at a later time to explore more wounds.

Chapter 4
Stage 3: Exploring a Capacity
In Stage 3, you explore the healthy capacity you need to develop in order to
transform the pattern you are working on. For example, the Assertiveness Capacity
transforms the People-Pleasing Pattern. You explore the ways in which you already have
this capacity and choose those aspects of it that you would like to develop further.
The Description Page describes the capacity. For example, here is the beginning of
the description of the Assertiveness Capacity: “Assertiveness involves having a firm
knowledge of what you feel, think, and desire, as opposed to being overly influenced by
other people's opinions, feelings, and needs. It involves exerting power to ask what you
want, explain why something is important to you, and follow through even if others don’t
go along right away.”
Each capacity has a short wisdom statement that summarizes the healthy perspective
that comes from this capacity. For example, part of the wisdom for the Assertiveness
Capacity is: “In most cases, I can assert myself without putting myself in danger, and I
have the right to choose to be with people who are interested in my opinions, feelings,
and desires.”
The Story Page links to a continuation of the previous story about the person who
had the pattern. This portion of the story describes how the person understood the origins
of their pattern and transformed it into this capacity.
The Aspects Page lists the important aspects of this capacity. For example, three
aspects of Assertiveness are initiating, challenging, and limit setting. You can check off
those aspects that you already have (which helps you understand how much of this
capacity you have now) and those that you would like to develop (which helps you
understand what to work on in Stages 4 and 5).
The Name and Image Pages allow you to choose a name and image for the part of
you that embodies this capacity or the part of you that you would like to develop that will
embody it.
The Supports Page is for exploring those circumstances and people who have
already supported you in living from this capacity and those who could support you in
developing it more in the future. There is also a Report Page for this capacity, which
compiles everything you have entered about it.
Working with healthy capacities is often very empowering. You can move beyond
just dealing with your problems and wounds to exploring the way you would like to be in
life. Capacities are also featured prominently in the homework practice in Stage 5.

If you have enrolled for a pattern at the Shift Level, this stage is called the Capacity
Stage and is the second and final of the two stages that are included. The first stage is the
Pattern Stage (Stage 1).
If you have enrolled for a capacity at the Shift Level, this Capacity Stage is the first
of two stages that are included. The second stage is the Practice Stage (Stage 5).

Chapter 5
Stage 4: Working Through
Fears and Motivations
Stages 4 and 5 will help you replace your pattern with the corresponding healthy
capacity in a situation that is coming up soon in your life.
Choosing Practice Situation Page. You choose a situation that will come up in the
next week or two in which the pattern usually gets triggered, and you practice living from
the capacity instead. The situation you choose for your practice can be:
1. A specific incident that you know is coming up (such as a meeting with your boss)
2. A series of incidents that you know are coming up
3. A type of situation that is likely to arise soon and will probably happen multiple
times (such as someone criticizing you)
This Practice Situation will be used throughout Stages 4 and 5. I recommend that you
choose an easier Practice Situation to start with. You can work up to more difficult
situations later.
Stage 4 gives you an opportunity to work through the fears (or other motivations)
that drive the problematic pattern behavior in that Practice Situation. This helps free you
from the usual triggering of your pattern so that the healthy capacity can be activated
instead.
Working Through Motivation Page. This page shows the motivations for your
pattern that you checked off during Stage 1. Associated with each one is a link to a Stage
4 step sequence for working through the fear or other motivation.
There are three main working-through step sequences, which correspond to three
different IFS concepts.
1. Working through a fear about what will happen in the Practice Situation, which
means negotiating with an IFS manager.
2. Working through an inner conflict between two parts about how to behave in the
Practice Situation, which is a polarization.
3. Working through an attempt to escape from underlying pain that comes up in
the Practice Situation, which means negotiating with an IFS firefighter.

Working Through Fears

We will start with the first situation, where a manager is afraid of something. There
are six main types of fears that you might need to work through:
1. Fear of harm—being attacked, judged, shamed, or violated
2. Fear of being manipulated—being dominated, exploited, betrayed, smothered, or
made to feel guilty
3. Fear of failure
4. Fear of the negative consequences of success
5. Fear of rejection—including abandonment, dismissal, and not being cared for
6. Fear of feeling too much underlying pain
On the first Stage 4 page, you chose a Practice Situation coming up soon in which
you would like to act from your healthy capacity in place of the pattern.
Let’s look at an example motivation for a People-Pleasing Pattern. “I am afraid of
being abandoned if I don't please people or if I assert myself.” In this case, the PeoplePleasing Part is an IFS manager. This means that it pro-actively tries to manage the
situation so that the pain of an exile doesn’t get triggered. In this case, it tries to please
someone to prevent what it is most afraid of—abandonment.
This protector is concerned about a childhood situation, perhaps one in which you
were abandoned. It believes that similar situations in your life today will be just as
dangerous, harmful, or hurtful as what happened back then. Or it may be afraid that you
will fail, be rejected, or experience pain that you can’t handle. This is why the protector is
hesitant to allow you to act from the capacity today. However, its concerns come from
the past and may not be relevant to your present situation, for example, because there is
no danger of your being abandoned.
You are an adult now and can either choose different situations or respond
differently so the part’s usual problematic behavior isn’t needed. You also have much
more inner support and capacity to handle situations than you did as a child. And if a
situation arises that poses a problem, you may be able to figure out how to handle it
successfully. Therefore, this protector is trying to protect you from something that
probably won’t happen, or at least not as badly as it expects.
In these step sequences, you work through the protector’s fears and negotiate with
it to allow the healthy capacity in the Practice Situation.12
Here are the fear sequence pages:
Step Summary Page. This page explains the working-through sequence and outlines
the steps.

Fear Realistic? Page. You decide which of the protector’s fears are realistic and
which aren’t. Since these fears come from the past, some of them will simply not happen
in the Practice Situation. Other fears may actually be realistic, so you will have to figure
out how to deal with them.
For example, Emily was going to a family reunion. Her People-Pleasing Part was
afraid of her being yelled at and hit because that’s what her father did to her as a child.
However, she realized that there was no danger of that happening at the reunion. She was
also afraid of being judged and shamed, and these fears were realistic. Her brother might
indeed judge her, and her sister might actually shame her.
If the protector’s fears aren’t realistic then you can reassure it about that in the
guided meditation that is coming up. The next three pages generally apply to realistic
fears. You are exploring ways to reassure the protector that it is OK to let go even if its
fears are somewhat realistic.
Risk Worthwhile Page. Engaging in your Practice Situation can, ultimately, be a
very helpful step in relaxing the pattern and helping your capacity to emerge more.
Because of its fears, the protector may try to keep you from entering the Practice
Situation or to keep your capacity from being active in the Practice Situation. On this
page, you decide if it would be worth your while to face the situation or enact your
healthy capacity even if the things that the protector is afraid of (such as being shamed or
abandoned) do happen.
For example, there are circumstances where it would be tolerable if someone judged
you because you would learn from putting yourself in a difficult situation. For example,
Janet has to make a presentation at work where she is likely to be judged by some people,
yet it is still important to deal with this situation. She can work on learning to tolerate
criticism and celebrate her courage in taking that risk.
Handling the Pain Page. You decide if you could handle the shame, fear, sadness,
inadequacy, or other pain that might get triggered if your part’s realistic fears came true.
In this case, could you handle the pain if someone did judge you?
Preventing Harm Page. You formulate a plan for how to prevent what the protector
is afraid of from happening or how to protect yourself if it does. For example, Bill will
assert himself in such a way as to keep from being shamed. Or if Brad tells Sally that her
ideas are stupid, her plan will be to take a moment and think through whether or not she
agrees with him. And if she doesn’t, she will tell him that she doesn’t agree and assert her
idea.
If you are unable to conceive of a plan, there are two pages to help with that. One
page helps you to become calm and clear so you can formulate a good plan. The other
page helps with changes that you may need to make before your plan can be successful.
You may need to develop a certain capacity, such as Good Communicatoin, for your plan
to be successful. You may need to make changes in your external situation, such as

moving into a different position in an organization or getting help from people in the
situation. Or you may need to leave a relationship or job.
Meditation Page. Based on what you work out in the previous steps, you do a
guided meditation that involves reassuring the protector that it can let go of its
problematic behavior in the Practice Situation and allow you to enact the healthy capacity
instead. For example, Emily reassures her People-Pleasing Part that she won’t be yelled
at during her family reunion and if her siblings judge or shame her, she will call them on
it and ask them to stop. She asks it to not take over and instead to allow her to be
assertive in that situation.

Working Through Inner Conflicts
In some Practice Situations, a part behaves in a certain way because it is in conflict
with another part. The first part (Part A) believes it must behave as it does to counter the
Part B’s dysfunctional behavior. IFS says that the two parts are polarized. For example, a
person’s Food Controller may be polarized with their Indulger Part regarding how much
to eat.
Other Part Problematic? Page. You consider whether Part B is actually a problem
or whether Part A just sees it that way. This can happen because Part A has fears from the
past that are not accurate in the present. For example, perhaps Janet doesn’t really have a
problem with overeating, but her Food Controller Part believes she does because she had
food issues as a teenager.
Or if Part B really is a problem, you will need to work on its pattern before you can
expect Part A to let go of its extreme position. For example, if William does have a
problematic Indulger Part, he will need to work on the Indulger Pattern before he can
expect his Food Controller to let go. If you do switch to working on Part B’s pattern, STJ
will save a Restart Point (see Chapter 8) for you. Then when you finish with the Part B,
you can use the Restart Point to return and continue with Part A’s pattern.
Meditation Page. After working on changing Part B, a guided meditation leads you
to work through the conflict between the two parts. This involves IFS polarization work.
You bring the two parts together in an inner space where they can talk with each other.
You facilitate a dialogue where they really listen to each other and understand each
other’s positive intent. This helps them to develop a cooperative relationship and resolve
their conflict. (See my book Resolving Inner Conflict.)

Working Through the Urge to Escape Pain
When the pain of an exile (wounded child part) is starting to arise in the Practice
Situation, the protector may believe that you can’t handle this pain. It may be afraid that
you will be overwhelmed by this pain, which is probably what originally happened when
this pain arose during childhood.

Therefore, the part may try to suppress the pain, distract you from the pain, or soothe
the exile in a problematic way (such as stuffing yourself with food). In this case, this part
is a firefighter. For example, when you feel shamed by someone, your Foggy Pattern
might get triggered to dissociate so you don’t experience the shame. As a result of this
escape defense, the healthy capacity cannot emerge.
However, you are an adult now, with greater inner resources and external support to
help you successfully handle any pain that may arise without the need to escape from it.
This step sequence will help you negotiate with the protector so it will relax and allow
you to handle your pain in a healthier way. This, in turn, will enable your capacity to
become active in your Practice Situation.
The following are the steps in the sequence:
Taking Care of Pain Page. You learn how to self-soothe and take care of the exile’s
pain in a healthy way. This includes developing a loving relationship between you (in
Self) and the exile.
Can You Handle Pain? Page. You decide whether you can handle the pain in the
Practice Situation without resorting to the protector’s escape measures.
Meditation Page. Based on the previous steps, you do a guided meditation in which
you reassure the protector that it doesn’t need to escape the pain in the Practice Situation
and it can allow you to enact the healthy capacity.

Other Working-Through Pages
There are a variety of other Stage 4 working-through pages, briefly discussed below,
which are not as complex and detailed as the step sequences so they are just single pages.
In Service Of Page. You may have one pattern in service of another. For example,
you might get angry in order to aid you in controlling other people. This would be the
Angry Pattern in service of the Controlling Pattern. When “in service of” is the
motivation for a pattern, it is advisable to first work through the pattern it is in service of,
and then come back and finish your work on the original pattern. The system will save a
Restart Point to make it possible to come back to this page.
Opposite Extreme Page. Occasionally, the motivation for a pattern may be to avoid
being like a parent that brought you shame or harm. For example, Jane had a mother who
was wimpy and powerless. She failed to protect Jane from her father when he got
abusive. Jane felt angry about this and was also ashamed of her mother’s weakness. A
part of Jane swore never to be like her, so Jane ended up going to the opposite extreme
and becoming aggressive and controlling.
This page helps you to explore what this parent was like and what your motivation
was for becoming the opposite of them. This can then be worked through in the
homework practice you set up in Stage 5.

Additional Stage 4 Pages
There are additional pages for working through the fear of hurting someone, the fear
of being assertive, or the fear of being attacked by an Inner Critic.
There are also pages for working through a problematic attempt to get connection,
self-esteem, or revenge.
You can choose to work through as many of these Stage 4 sequences or pages as will
be helpful.

Follow-up Page
Once you have finished one of these working-through sequences or pages, you return
to a follow-up page where you can choose another one. If you only did a single page
work-through and you didn't link from that page to work on another pattern, this may not
be enough to prepare you for Stage 5. I recommend either doing a step-sequence workthrough or a single-page work-through that involves working on another pattern.

Chapter 6
Stage 5: Setting Up a Practice
If you are enrolled at the Change or Transformation Level or if you are enrolled for a
capacity at the Shift Level, the Stage 5 step sequence, helps you develop a practice for
activating the capacity instead of the pattern in the Pratice Situation you have chosen.
You plan the details of how you will engage in the practice. There are additional pages
for helping you stay on track and be accountable for following through with it.
The Inspiration Page deals with inspiring you to actually do this practice. You need
to be highly motivated to do a homework practice, so it is worth your taking some time to
explore the pain and difficulties caused by this pattern and what you have to gain by
having the capacity instead. For example, you might remember that, “I resent that I don’t
get what I need from my relationship.”
Here is the plan for the practice. You’ll be paying attention during the Practice
Situation or during those times when the Practice Situation may arise. You’ll notice when
the usual behavior coming from your pattern starts to get triggered, and you’ll reassure
the part that this behavior isn’t necessary in that situation. Then you will activate the
healthy capacity through statements you say to yourself, body sensations that evoke the
capacity, and possibly help from people in the Practice Situation. You will also get help
from your Inner Champion, which is a healthy part of you that supports you in having
this capacity in your life.
Most people have more success with these practices if they have someone to witness
them and be their supporter. You can ask your therapist to be your witness, and you
might want to get a friend or buddy to help, too.
Let’s look at the Stage 5 pages in more detail. The Activation Cues Page is for
noting the feelings, thoughts, body sensations, or behaviors that indicate that your pattern
has been activated. For example, some cues that the People-Pleasing Pattern is triggered
are fear in the pit of the stomach and not stopping to think for oneself. By knowing these
activation cues, you are more likely to notice when the pattern gets triggered.
On the Reassurance Page, you plan how to reassure the part that usually enacts the
pattern that this behavior isn’t necessary in the Practice Situation. This means reminding
the part that its fears won’t actually happen or that you know how to handle them when
they do. For example, Sandra might reassure her People-Pleasing Part that her friend
Midge won’t reject her if Sandra is assertive.
On the Evoking Page, you plan how to activate the capacity instead of the pattern.
This can be done with statements like, “I have my own needs and opinions,” which
evokes the Assertiveness Capacity. Activation can be done with the body, for example,
by adopting a straight spine. Or you can ask for aid from other people in the Practice

Situation who would be helpful. For example, you might ask a friend to not accept your
statements that you don’t need anything for yourself.
Inner Champion Pages. An Inner Champion is an inner ally that supports you and
helps you feel good about yourself. It encourages you to be who you truly are rather than
fitting into a rigid, self-defeating pattern. One way to think about an Inner Champion is
that it is an ideal supportive parent that you always wished you had. There is a different
flavor of Inner Champion for each healthy capacity you want to develop. So if you are
working on the People-Pleasing Pattern, you will be activating your Assertiveness Inner
Champion. For more information, see our books Freedom from Your Inner Critic13 and
Activating Your Inner Champion.14
There are three pages to help you develop your Inner Champion for the targeted
capacity.
Inner Champion Page 1. There is a guided meditation for discovering the sources
of your Inner Champion in positive memories or supportive figures from fiction, myth, or
history. (This meditation is not specific to this capacity.) Then you choose a name for the
Inner Champion that is specific to the capacity you want to develop.
Inner Champion Page 2. You choose an image for this Inner Champion.
Inner Champion Page 3. You choose or enter the statements you would like this
Inner Champion to say to you. For example, the Assertiveness Inner Champion might
say, “You have the right to say no.” Then you do a targeted guided meditation to access
this Inner Champion.
The Practice Plan Page is a compilation of all the information you have entered in
Stages 4 and 5, which will help you do the practice. You can print it out or access it from
a device to support you in doing the practice.

The Shift Level for a Capacity
If you enroll for the Shift Level for a specific capacity, there are just two stages—the
Capacity Stage for exploring the capacity and the Practice Stage for setting up the realtime practice. The Practice Stage includes many of the pages listed above for Stage 5:
 Inspiration
 Evoking
 Inner Champion pages 1, 2, and 3
 Practice Plan
To summarize the Shift Level stages for a specific pattern or capacity:
Pattern: Pattern Stage (Stage 1) and Capacity Stage (Stage 3)
Capacity: Capacity Stage (Stage 3) and Practice Stage (Stage 5)
The Change Level stages for a specific pattern or capacity include Stages 1, 3, 4,
and 5.

Practice Tracking Pages
In addition, Self-Therapy Journey has three different practice tracking pages with
detailed questions to answer.
Incident Tracking Page. You fill in this page at the time you do a practice or as
soon after as possible. You enter what happened during the Practice Situation and how
you responded.
Daily Tracking Page. At the end of each day, you reflect on how well you engaged
in the practice that day and how to improve.
Weekly Tracking Page. At the end of each week, you reflect on your practice for
the week and plans for the next week.
If you weren’t able to do the practice, there is a page that lists the most common
reasons why this may have happened and what to do about them. You may need to pick a
Practice Situation that is easier or lower your expectations for success at first. You may
need a better signal to remind you to do the practice. You may need more support, or you
may need to change your external life circumstance. You may need to practice the
capacity in a safe situation before you try it in real life. You may need to work on a
colluding or polarized pattern, or some other pattern that is interfering with your practice.
You may need to do more inner work on your pattern, on another wound, or another
working through sequence.
Each of these three types of tracking pages asks different questions, so you shouldn’t
skip one type of page because you think the material has been covered in another. You
can print out these pages or access them from a device.

Chapter 7
Conclusion Pages
At the Change and Transformation Levels, after completing Stage 5, there are a few
additional pages that conclude your exploration of the current pattern/capacity pair.
Patterns-Related-to Page. This page contains additional information about your
pattern and some patterns and capacities that are related to it. These may not be necessary
for changing the pattern, so feel free to ignore this page if it doesn't seem relevant to you.
This page describes the pattern that is usually polarized with the pattern you are
exploring, which means that if you have both of them, they will be in conflict about how
you should behave. For example, your People-Pleasing Pattern might be polarized with
your Rebel Pattern, with one wanting you to comply with other people’s requests or
demands and the other wanting you to defy them.
The page also points to the dimension of the Pattern System that contains this pattern
and capacity (see charts in Appendix D). This dimension will include other patterns and
capacities that are dealing with the same area of human functioning. For example, the
People-Pleasing Pattern and Assertiveness Capacity are in the Power Dimension, which
includes not only the Rebel Pattern but also the Controlling and Passive-Aggressive
Patterns, as well as the Cooperation Capacity. All of these deal with interpersonal
influence and power.
Additional Help Page. This page gives information and links to books, websites,
professionals, and other resources for additional help with this pattern.
Conclusion Page. This page is the final one for this pattern. It explains how to return
and work with a different Practice Situation, how to view all the reports you generated
while processing the pattern, and where you might go next.

Chapter 8
Navigation
Help Pages
In the right column of most pages are links where users can get help. There is a
Support link to get technical help with using Self-Therapy Journey.
Trouble Staying With It Page. You can get help if you are getting spaced out,
distracted, bored, uncomfortable, or wanting to avoid STJ. This page helps you figure out
what may be causing this avoidance and what to do about it. This includes links to the
Inner Critic and Foggy Patterns and a guided meditation for working with the avoidant
part.
Self-Soothing Help Page. This page helps you soothe yourself when painful
emotions are arising, which would come from an exile (wounded inner child part). There
is a guided meditation for getting into Self and one for nurturing your exile.
The right column also contains a link to your Dashboard, which contains all the
information about what you have done in Self-Therapy Journey and where you might
want to go next.
There is a Notes Page link, where you can journal in detail about what you are
learning about your pattern, capacity, or wound. These notes will appear in the
appropriate report.
There is also a link for learning more about the dimension of the Pattern System
that is related to the pattern or capacity you are exploring.

The Dashboard
The Dashboard contains many valuable links to help you see what you have
accomplished and where to go next:
1. A link to the last step you were on when you finished your previous STJ session.
2. Links to all your reports, where you can review what you have done
3. Quiz results
4. Lists of the patterns, capacities, wounds, and meditations that you have marked to
explore later
5. Links to start exploring a new pattern, capacity, or wound

6. A link to the important Pattern Status and Restart page, which is explained below
7. A link to your My Account page, which includes information about your
enrollment status in STJ.

Restart Points
Whenever you end a session, the system automatically saves the information about
which step you were on, so when you next log in, you will see a link at the top of the
Dashboard that allows you to restart at the point where you left off.
In addition, Restart Points get created under the following circumstances:
1. The system automatically creates a Restart Point whenever you switch from
working on one pattern to exploring a new pattern or capacity, for example,
switching from Indulger to work on Food Controller in Stage 4.
2. Whenever you log out, the system saves a Restart Point for the last step you were
on.
3. You can create your own Restart Point by clicking the Save Restart Point link in
the right column.
You can access your Restart Points from your Dashboard. In fact, your Dashboard
contains a link to the Pattern Status and Restart page, which lists all the patterns/capacity
pairs, along with the following:
(1) Information about where you are with each pattern/capacity pair,
(2) A link to the reports and practice tracking pages for that pair,
(3) A link to start that pattern or capacity at the beginning, or
(4) A link to restart where you left off.
There is only one Restart Point saved for each pattern/capacity pair, so if you save
one and then go on to process further pages under that pair and log out, the Restart Point
will be the last page you were on, not the one you saved. This means that you can't use
Restart Points as bookmarks, only to mark the last page you processed for each
pattern/capacity pair.
A Restart Point includes more than just the link to the page you were on, so it is
never a good idea to restart using a link to the last page you were on. And if you switch
back-and-forth between patterns without using Restart Points, some things will not work
correctly, specifically the Stage Headers at the top of the page may be incorrect.

Tips for Using Self-Therapy Journey
This booklet has described the process of working through one pattern/capacity pair.
Self-Therapy Journey currently contains 23 patterns and 18 capacities, and many more
will be added over time. Most people want to explore a number of different
pattern/capacity pairs and a number of wounds. Explore to your heart’s content. The
system will track your progress.
It can be useful to practice on more than one situation where a pattern arises, so you
can go back to the beginning of Stage 4, choose a different Practice Situation, and then go
through Stages 4 and 5 again.
Even though Self-Therapy Journey is set up in a linear fashion, you don’t need to go
through it that way. Each pattern is linked to a variety of other patterns and capacities that
it is related to. You may need to work on some of these in order to fully transform the
pattern you have chosen to work on.
For this reason, Self-Therapy Journey provides a number of places within a given
pattern where you can choose to work on other patterns before returning to the original
pattern. However, discretion is advised. Please detour only if it really seems important.
Don’t jump all over the place. Many users who have done this became frustrated because
they lost track of their inner exploration.
I encourage you to take your time and explore Self-Therapy Journey in the way that
works best for you. You may not be able to fill in all the requested information the first
time you get to a page. You may need to come back to a pattern or wound a number of
times in different ways before you fully understand it. While you can go right through the
stages for a pattern/capacity pair, you can also allow it to be a longer-term project.
If you enroll for a specific pattern or capacity at the Shift Level, you can later
upgrade to the Change Level for fuller exploration. If you have enrolled for a specific
pattern or capacity (or two) at the Shift or Change Levels and you can tell that you will
want to work on more of them, it probably makes sense for you to enroll for the monthly
subscription that gives you access to all of STJ.

Chapter 9
Conclusion
Conclusion
Over time, Self-Therapy Journey will help you process and integrate a large amount
of psychological material. One of the advantages of using this application is that it helps
you stay on track, and it organizes all of your inner exploration (using the Pattern
System) in a readily accessible form.
Self-Therapy Journey has given you the basic information necessary to use SelfTherapy Journey successfully in your work on yourself. I hope this booklet has
encouraged you to use this wonderful tool for supporting and extending your inner work.

Get a Free Meditation
If you liked this booklet, click here to tell three of your friends, and in return, we will
send you a pdf version of Self-Therapy, the popular book that shows you how to use IFS
to work on yourself.

How to Get Involved
If you are really excited about Self-Therapy Journey and would like to get more
involved, here are some ways to do this. (See Appendix E for links.)
1. Make suggestions for improving Self-Therapy Journey through the Feedback tab
on any page of the application.
2. Learn more about the Pattern System by reading The Pattern System or Conflict,
Care, and Love, or by taking a Pattern System teleseminar or course.
3. Learn more about IFS through our IFS books, courses, and audio products.
4. Contribute to the development of the Pattern System by making suggestions on the
Pattern System wiki.
5. Write and post an Amazon review of this booklet or one of the Pattern System
books. This will encourage more people to read them.
Click http://amzn.to/1gokbgc to post a review of this booklet.
Click http://amzn.to/1cwxJFG to post a review of The Pattern System.
Click http://amzn.to/1eBQXsu to post a review of Conflict, Care, and Love.

6. Send in a testimonial about STJ by clicking on the Feedback tab at the left side of
any page in STJ. (This will go on the Testimonials page on the STJ website, so
include your name or initials and your degree or affiliation that you want after your
name. Or you can submit it anonymously.)
7. If you have a web presence, become an affiliate of Self-Therapy Journey and
encourage your people to use STJ through your email list or website while getting a
percentage of what they pay.
8. Join our Self-Therapy Journeyers Online Community and share your personal
process, insights, and questions.
9. Volunteer to be a mentor for new STJ users. This can be done through the Online
Community.
10. Join the Catalyst Group for the Self-Therapy Journeyers Online Community, and
help it to become a vibrant place for sharing and interaction.

Appendix A
Patterns, Capacities, and Wounds
Pattern/Capacity Pairs
The following patterns and capacities are in STJ now. More will be added over time.
Angry Pattern – Centered Capacity
Caretaking Pattern – Self-Care Capacity
Conflict-Avoiding Pattern – Challenge Capacity
Controlling Pattern – Cooperation Capacity
Defensive Pattern – Good Communication Capacity
Dependent Pattern – Self-Support Capacity
Depressed Pattern – Aliveness Capacity
Destroyer Pattern – Aliveness Capacity
Foggy Pattern – Clarity Capacity
Food Controller Pattern – Pleasure Capacity
Indulger Pattern – Conscious Consumption Capacity
Inner Critic Pattern – Self-Esteem Capacity
Intimacy-Avoiding Pattern – Intimacy Capacity
Judgmental Pattern – Good Communication Capacity
Passive-Aggressive Pattern – Assertiveness Capacity
People-Pleasing Pattern – Assertiveness Capacity
Perfectionist Pattern – Ease Capacity
Procrastination Pattern – Work Confidence Capacity
Rebel Pattern – Cooperation Capacity
Self-Effacing Pattern – Social Confidence Capacity
Taskmaster Pattern – Ease Capacity
Underminer Pattern – Courage Capacity
Victim Pattern – Responsibility Capacity

Wounds
The following wounds are in STJ now. More will be added over time.
Abandonment
Attack
Basic Deficiency
Betrayal
Domination
Exploitation
Guilt
Judgment
Need

Not Seen
Rejection
Shame
Unlovable
Violation

Appendix B
Introduction to Internal Family
Systems Therapy
Internal Family Systems (IFS), created by Richard Schwartz, PhD, is a relatively
new form of therapy that is compassionate, inclusive, spiritual, powerfully healing, and
deeply respectful of our inner life. It recognizes that our psyches are made up of different
parts, sometimes called subpersonalities.
You can think of parts as little people inside us who interact in ways that are similar
to members of a family. Each part has its own perspective, feelings, memories, goals, and
motivations. For example, one part of a person might be trying to lose weight, and
another part might want to eat a lot. We all have parts like the Inner Critic, the
Abandoned Child, the Pleaser, the Angry Part, and the Loving Caretaker.
IFS has discovered that every part has a positive intent for the person, no matter how
problematic it might be. For example, Bill has a part that is judgmental and competitive
with other people in a way that isn’t consistent with his values. When he really got to
know that part, he discovered that it was just trying to help him feel OK about himself in
the only way it knew how—by feeling superior to others.
When you understand that a part has a positive intent, it doesn’t mean that you give
the part power. Bill doesn’t want his part to act out being judgmental and competitive.
However, using the IFS approach, Bill can relate to this part with understanding and
appreciation while taking the steps to heal it. This is fundamentally different from the
way we ordinarily relate to our parts. Usually when we become aware of a part, the first
thing we do is evaluate it. Is it good or bad for us? If we decide it is good, we embrace it
and give it power. If we decide it is bad, we try to suppress it or get rid of it. However,
you can’t get rid of a part. You can only push it into your unconscious, where it will
continue to affect you, only without your awareness.
In IFS, we do something altogether different and radical. We welcome all our parts
with curiosity and compassion. We seek to understand them and appreciate their efforts
to help us. We develop a relationship of caring and trust with each part and then take the
steps to release it from its burdens so it can function in a healthy way.
In the IFS system, protectors are the parts that clients usually encounter first in
exploring themselves. A protector’s job is to handle the world and protect against the
pain of the exiles. Exiles are young child parts that are in pain from the past. In the above
example, Bill had a protector that was competitive and judgmental toward others. It was
trying to help Bill feel superior in order to protect against an exile part that felt
inadequate.

Parts take on these dysfunctional roles because of what has happened to clients in the
past. Exiles take on pain and burdens from what clients experienced as children.
Protectors take on roles in order to protect exiles or protect clients from the pain of exiles.

The IFS Process
IFS has a method of understanding and working with these parts to release the
burdens and heal the system so you can function in healthy ways. IFS recognizes that
each of us has a spiritual center, a true Self. This Self is naturally compassionate and
curious about people and especially about our own parts. The Self wants to connect with
each part and get to know and understand it. The Self feels compassion for the pain of the
exiles and also for the burdens that drive protectors to act the way they do. The Self is
also able to stay calm and centered despite the sometimes intense emotions that parts may
feel. Everyone has a Self, even though it may not be very accessible at times because of
the activity of parts.
The Self is the agent of healing, the true leader of the internal system that can love
and heal each part. First you learn how to access the Self. Then the Self chooses a part to
focus on.
For example, Bill started out his IFS work by focusing on his Judgmental Part. With
some work, he was able to be genuinely in Self and became interested in getting to know
the Judgmental Part. He found out that it was trying to protect an exile that felt
inadequate.
Bill had a learning problem as a child, even though he is quite intelligent and
competent. So there was a young part of Bill that had felt inadequate in school. The
Judgmental Part was trying to compensate for this experience of inadequacy by feeling
superior to people. Bill had grown up in a judgmental, competitive home, so that was the
primary model this part knew. As Bill got to know the Judgmental Part, he understood
why this part acted as it did and appreciated its efforts on his behalf.
Bill then contacted the exile who felt inadequate. He listened and watched as this
part showed him scenes from his childhood when it felt ashamed and inadequate because
of his learning problem, and he responded to it with compassion and caring. The young
part responded to this by feeling cherished and valuable for the first time. Up until then, it
had been hidden away in Bill’s unconscious, which only increased its feelings of
worthlessness.
With love from Bill’s Self, this young part was able to release the burden of
inadequacy it had been carrying and feel good about itself. This allowed the Judgmental
protector to relax. It no longer needed to judge people to compensate for the exile’s pain.
This enabled Bill to respond to people in the way he always wanted—with openness and
acceptance and a cooperative attitude.
For more information on IFS, see www.selfleadership.org or my book SelfTherapy.15

Appendix C
Definitions of Terms
Burden. A painful emotion or negative belief that an exile has because of a painful,
harmful, or traumatic incident or relationship from the past. A protector can also have a
burden, which is its protective role.
Capacity. A category of healthy behavior and experience that makes one’s life
productive, connected, and happy.
Dimension. An area of psychological functioning and experiencing.
Exile. In IFS, a young child part that is carrying pain from the past.
Firefighter. A type of protector that impulsively jumps in when the pain of an exile is
starting to come up in order to distract from the pain or numb it.
Inner Critic. A part that judges, demeans, and pushes a person to do things. It tends to
make people feel bad about themselves.
Inner Champion. An aspect of us that supports and encourages us and helps us feel good
about ourselves. It is the magic bullet for dealing with the negative impact of an Inner
Critic.
Interpersonal Dimension. A dimension that deals with how one interacts with and
relates to other people.
Legacy Burden. A burden that originated because a parent (or other person) had the
burden, not because of anything the parent did to you.
Manager. A type of protector that pro-actively tries to manage the world and your
psyche so that the pain of exiles doesn’t get triggered.
Part. In IFS, a subpersonality, which has its own feelings, perceptions, beliefs,
motivations, and memories.
Pattern. A category of dysfunctional behavior and experience that causes problems for
oneself and others.
Polarization. A situation in which two patterns move a person in conflicting directions.
In IFS, this is understood as two parts fighting over how the person will behave and feel
in a particular situation.
Protector. In IFS, a part that tries to block off pain that is arising inside a person or
protect them from hurtful incidents or distressing relationships in their current life. A
protector is trying to protect an exile.

Restart Point. A place that has been saved so the user can return to where they left off in
working on a pattern/capacity pair.
Self. In IFS, the core aspect of yourself which is relaxed, open, and accepting of yourself
and others. It is curious, compassionate, calm, and interested in connecting with other
people and your parts.
Step Sequence. A series of pages that represent steps in a process.
Stage. One the five master steps in working on a pattern/capacity pair at the Change or
Transformation Level. At the Shift Level, there are just two stages.
Wound. Emotional pain or trauma, usually in childhood, that underlies the motivation for
a pattern.
Unburdening. An internal ritual where an exile releases a burden it has been carrying
and is transformed to its natural, healthy state.

Appendix D
Introduction to the Pattern System
In the Pattern System, patterns represent dysfunctional behaviors that cause
problems for us or other people. Healthy capacities are the ways we feel and act that
make our lives productive, connected, and happy. The Pattern System organizes the
patterns and capacities according to various psychological dimensions, such as intimacy,
power, accomplishment, and self-esteem. Each of these describes an area of
psychological functioning that is important for human well-being. The Pattern System
includes ten interpersonal dimensions as well as many other dimensions (see below).

The Intimacy Dimension
Each dimension contains two or more polarized patterns and two or more integrated
capacities. I will show how each dimension is structured by looking at the Intimacy
Dimension as an example.
There are two patterns in the Intimacy Dimension—Dependent and Distancing.
• The Dependent Pattern involves relying on your partner to take care of you and
make you feel OK about yourself. This can make it hard to leave a relationship that
isn’t right for you.
• The Distancing Pattern involves avoiding intimacy. You might do this by
remaining distant within a love relationship, by avoiding commitment, or by avoiding
intimate relationships altogether.
Two healthy capacities—Intimacy and Self-Support—are related to these two
patterns.
• Intimacy involves the ability to be close to your partner through affection, sharing,
sex, love, and caring.
• Self-Support involves being able to take care of yourself and feel solid and good,
whether or not you are getting your needs met by your partner, or even if you aren’t
in a relationship.

Capacities Integrate and Patterns Conflict
Self-Support is a complement to Intimacy. For healthy relating, you need both
capacities. Intimacy helps you be close to someone, and with Self-Support, you do not
lose yourself or your identity in the closeness. If you have Self-Support, you won’t
become overly dependent on your partner, and you won’t try to be overly pleasing or
caretaking.
This is the nature of healthy capacities—they naturally integrate with each other—
they don’t oppose each other. They work together, both helping you to flourish. In this
dimension, they help you thrive in a love relationship. If you have both capacities, you
enjoy love and intimacy while at the same time being solid inside yourself in a way that
doesn’t depend on this closeness. Furthermore, true intimacy involves a relationship
between two individuals—people who are self-supporting and solid in themselves.
The patterns on the left and right sides of the figure don’t integrate with each other in
the way the healthy capacities do. If you have both a Distancing Pattern and a Dependent
Pattern, they will be polarized, which means they battle each other to determine how you
relate to others. You have an inner conflict in which these two parts of you are fighting
each other to determine how much intimacy you will have. One pattern reflects a
desperate need for connection and nurturing, while the other involves trying to avoid
closeness out of fear.
If you have just one capacity in a dimension and not the other, it isn’t really a
capacity. For example, if you have Intimacy without Self-Support, it isn’t really
Intimacy—it is Dependency. And if you have Self-Support without Intimacy, it is really
Distancing. For this reason, the nature of capacities is that they include or integrate their
polar capacity—for example, Intimacy integrates with Self-Support.

A Pattern Is a Dysfunctional Version of the Same-Side Capacity

Distancing is a dysfunctional version of Self-Support—the capacity on the same side
of the chart. You may attempt to become Self-Supporting by cutting off your intimate
connection with your partner so you aren’t Dependent on him or her. You may stay away
from relationships altogether to cut off your needy longings so you can feel selfsufficient. If you have true Self-Support, you won’t need to create distance out of a fear
of your Dependency needs.
Another way to say this is that Self-Support is the healthy version of Distancing,
where you don’t need to create distance to be autonomous.
A similar correlation applies on the left side of the graphic. Dependence is a
dysfunctional version of Intimacy, the left-side capacity. Dependence is an attempt to be
intimate by needing excessive amounts of caring. However, Dependence often involves
losing yourself in the relationship, which makes it virtually impossible to have true
Intimacy because that requires both people to be present in the relationship with a sense
of themselves (Self-Support).
Another way to say this is that Intimacy is the healthy version of Dependence, where
you can have the closeness without losing your sense of self.
So on each side of the graphic, the capacity is a healthy version of the pattern, and
the pattern is a dysfunctional version of the capacity.

A Capacity Resolves the Opposite-Side Pattern
If you have the Distancing Pattern, you need to focus on developing Intimacy in
order to resolve or transform that pattern. Thus, the capacity on the opposite side of the
graphic is the one needed to transform a pattern. In order to develop Intimacy, you will
need the courage to work through your fears of closeness, reach out to your partner, allow
yourself to be vulnerable, and work through other difficulties that may arise.
The same applies on the other side. If you have a Dependent Pattern, you need SelfSupport to transform it, which is the capacity on the other side of the graphic. When you
are Self-Supporting, you have the internal sense of solidness and inner nurturing to keep
you from falling into Dependence.
Here is another graphic showing these additional relationships:

Each dimension has the same structure as the Intimacy Dimension, with two (or
more) patterns and two (or more) capacities, in the same relationships with each other.

Overview of the Dimensions, Patterns, and Capacities
You can get a feel for the Pattern System by perusing the charts for the three
dimension groups—the Interpersonal, Inner Critic, and Personal Dimension Groups..

Many of these patterns and capacities are already working in Self-Therapy Journey,
and more will be added in the future, allowing you to work through the patterns that are
preventing you from having the life you want and to develop the capacities that will give
you success, intimacy, self-confidence, and inner peace.

Appendix E
Resources
Websites
The Self-Therapy Journey website. The Self-Therapy Online Community website.
Click here to join our email list and receive articles, offers, quizzes, notifications of
free teleseminars and courses, and much more.
Quiz Central contains a range of quizzes to help you understand your patterns and
capacities in even more detail, and more are being added all the time.
The Pattern System website. The Pattern System wiki contains the latest version in
outline form.
My IFS website, contains popular and professional articles on IFS and its application
to various psychological issues. You can also sign up for our email list to receive future
articles and notification of upcoming courses and groups.
The Center for Self-Leadership is the official IFS organization. Its website contains
IFS articles, trainings, workshops, and a list of IFS therapists.
Our Online Store contains books, ebooks, audiobooks, guided meditations, IFS demo
sessions, recorded courses, webinars, and specific STJ patterns, capacities, and wounds.

Books
The Professionals Guide to Self-Therapy Journey. Similar content to this booklet
except that it is written for therapists, coaches, and other helping professionals.
Using Self-Therapy Journey to Stop Overeating. Similar content to this booklet
except that it focuses on one issue--overeating.
Pattern Books. I have published five books that deal with specific patterns from the
Pattern System—Embracing Intimacy, Taking Action (Procrastination), Letting Go of
Perfectionism16, Beyond Caretaking, and A Pleaser No Longer.
Activating Your Inner Champion Instead of Your Inner Critic, with Bonnie Weiss,
describes the types of Inner Critics and allows you to profile your version of them in
detail. Each of the types has an Inner Champion that is the magic bullet for transforming
that particular type of Critic. From this book, you can also profile your unique Inner
Champion for any of the Critics.

The Pattern System. An overview of the entire Pattern System, intended for both
people who want to work on changing their patterns and professionals who want to use
the Pattern System in their work.
Conflict, Care, and Love: Transforming Your Interpersonal Patterns describes in
detail four of the interpersonal dimensions—Intimacy, Conflict, Power, and Care. Later
there will be a book on the other interpersonal dimensions, followed by books on other
groups of dimensions.
Self-Therapy. How to do Internal Family Systems (IFS) sessions on your own or
with a partner. Also a manual of the IFS method that can be used by therapists.
Self-Therapy Workbook, by Bonnie Weiss. A workbook to go with Self-Therapy.
Freedom from Your Inner Critic, with Bonnie Weiss. Applies IFS to working with
Inner Critic parts.
Resolving Inner Conflict. How to work with polarization using IFS.
Working with Anger in IFS. How to work with too much anger or disowned anger
using IFS.
Negotiating for Self-Leadership. How to work with an IFS protector to allow you to
act in a healthy way in your life.

Audio Products
Inner Champion Meditations. Each healthy capacity has a corresponding Inner
Champion that supports you in developing and manifesting that capacity. Bonnie Weiss
and I have produced a series of recorded guided meditations for activating these Inner
Champions.
Pattern Meditations. We have also produced a series of guided meditations for
working with many of the Pattern System patterns using IFS.
Demonstration Sessions. Bonnie Weiss and I have produced many recordings of
IFS sessions with explanatory comments.
Recorded Courses. Bonnie Weiss and I have created recorded versions of many of
our telephone courses, including the IFS Basic Course, Exiles Course, and Polarization
Course.
All of these books, recorded courses, and audio products are available at our online
store.

Courses
Free Teleseminars. I teach free teleseminars on STJ which function as support for
current users and an introduction to STJ for newcomers. I also teach teleseminars on
various aspects of the Pattern System.

Telephone Courses. I offer telephone courses on STJ and the Pattern System for
professionals and on various aspects of the Pattern System for everyone. My colleagues
and I offer a variety of telephone courses on using IFS to work on yourself, and how to
use IFS to resolve various psychological issues, especially the Inner Critic, eating issues,
and spirituality.
See our schedule of courses and teleseminars.

Books and Booklets by Jay Earley, PhD
The IFS Series
Self-Therapy
Freedom Your Inner Critic
Resolving Inner Conflict
Working with Anger in IFS
Negotiating for Self-Leadership
The Pattern System Series
Embracing Intimacy
Letting Go of Perfectionism
Taking Action: Working Through Procrastination and Achieving Your Goals
A Pleaser No Longer
Beyond Caretaking
The Pattern System
Conflict, Care, and Love: Transforming Your Relationship Patterns
The Inner Critic Series
Freedom from Your Inner Critic
Activating Your Inner Champion Instead of Your Inner Critic
Letting Go of Perfectionism
The Self-Therapy Journey Series
The Professionals’ Guide to Self-Therapy Journey
Self-Therapy Journey
Using Self-Therapy Journey to Stop Overeating
Other Books
Interactive Group Therapy
Transforming Human Culture
Inner Journeys
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